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Human-wildlife conflict

• A situation that arises when the behaviour of a non-
pest, wild animal species poses a direct and recurring 
threat to the livelihood or safety of a person or 
community. This results in persecution of the species.

• Results from competition between humans and wild 
animals for limited resources, particularly on 
agricultural land.

• Predation on livestock: the most prominent facet of 
human-wildlife conflict worldwide

BUT:
– Little understood

– Disparity in research methodology & lack of framework for 
assessing predation management hampers progress
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Scientific 
Information

Shift 
political 
attitudes 

and views 

• From fear and narrow 
economic interests to 
a better understanding 
of ecosystem function 
and adaptive 
management

• Awareness of the 
role of predators in 
ecosystems

• Predators viewed 
and appreciated as 
desirable wildlife 
species 

Human-wildlife 

conflict – a highly 

controversial issue



A myriad of factors influencing predation and  predation management

Various studies investigating different facets of predation management

Results not comparable

Limited progress in predation management



Modern technology and predation management 

research

Development of a 

method to address the 

disparity in data 

collection for 

research.

Multi-method, 

multidisciplinary 

approach.

Data obtained by means of mobile 

applications

• Standardised

• Large sets

• Not spatially or temporally isolated

• Longitudinal

• Real-time

• Collected by those knowledgeable in the 

field



• National database, from which studies on different 

aspects of predation management can be investigated 

(facilitate coordinated research efforts)

– Identify predation hotspots

– Create predation risk models

– Efficacy of predation management practices in reducing 

predation

– Predator biology

But

• To devise effective predation management strategies for 

reducing the impact of predation on livestock production, 

the use of such a method is dependent on cooperation of 

stakeholders and coordinated action.
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